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INTRODUCTION 
This work is concerned with generating functions of multivariate distributions 
of certain permutation statistics. 
To be precise, given a permutation u = (ur , u2 ,..., cr,), we call d(u), m(u) and 
i(u) respectively the number of descents, the major index and the numbs of inver- 
sions of cf. That is 
44 = C xh > ui+d,l 
i<n 
44 = C ix(ui > ui+A, 
i<n 
i(u) = C x(q > uj). 
i-3 
For a given permutation u there are five “statistics” that have been extensively 
studied in the literature. These are 
j(u), d(u), d(u-I), m(u), m(d). (1.1) 
The sequences of polynomials 
1 Here and in the following we make the convention that for any statement a we let 
xm = 1 if LT is true 
=o if 67 is false. 
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(1.6) 
have all known generating functions. 
Of course in (1.2) we have the classical Eulerian polynomials [l 11, in (1.3) and 
(1.4) we have their “inn” and “muj” q-analogues (see [14] and [6]). The genera- 
ting function of the joint distributions of d(o), d(a-l) and m(u), m(o-l) can be 
found in [2] and [lo] respectively (see also [13]). Finally the trivariate distribu- 
tions of i(u), d(u) and m(u-l) was first given in [6]. 
Our main result here is a generating function for the four-variate distributions 
of d(u), d(&), m(u) and m(u-l). M ore p recisely we show here that if 




It is not difficult to see that our methods can be used to derive as well the 
generating functions of the polynomials. 
where the sum is carried out over all k-tuples of permutations whose product 
is the identity. 
A generating function for the joint distributions of the five statistics in (1.1) 
may also be obtained. 
Our method of proof is based on the observation that permutation statistics 
have a very natural setting within the theory of partitions. This fact is implicit 
in the work of Mac Mahon [9] and has been given a general setting by Knuth [8] 
and Stanley [12]. 
To be more specific the method is to start with a family 9 of B-partitions 
(that is the family of decreasing functions on a partially ordered set 9) and give 
two equally natural encodings for each f E F. We shall refer to them as the 
“direct” and the “Mahonian” encodings. The direct encoding leads to a gene- 
rating function and the Mahonian leads to an expression involving permutation 
statistics. Equating the two results yields the desired identity. 
We shall illustrate the power of this approach in three cases which are quite 
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difficult to attack by any other methods and we shall see that in each case the 
result is obtained with the greatest of ease. 
We should mention that the problem of finding the generating functions for 
the fourvariate distribution in (1.7) was stated in [3], furthermore, several 
symmetries of H, have been obtained indirectly in [4]. 
Another feature of our derivation of formula (1.8) is that it yields a very 
explicit interpretation of the “non-negativity” of the integers A(m, ,..., m,) studied 
by Basil Gordon in [7]. Indeed, from this viewpoint /\(mr ,..., mk) gives none 
other than the number of k-tuples of permutations ur , ua ,..., ok whose product 
is the identity and the ith of which has major index equal to mi . More precisely 
h(m, ,..., mk> = C ~(44 = ml> .*a x(44 = mk) 
ol”.‘lJpe 
It is clear that these methods can be used in other situations. For instance, they 
may be used to produce p-analogues of set theoretical formulas. Indeed, com- 
paring the derivation of the trivariate distribution in [5] with the one given here 
we see that partitions can play the same role played by non-commuting variabZes. 
1. THE TRIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION OF i(u), m(u), d(a) 
We start by giving a new derivation of the generating function of the poly- 
nomials 
&y, p, q) = c pi($po)tdb). 
D 
(1.1) 
To this end we shall work with the family Pn of non negative integer valued 
functions f on the set L& = { 1, 2,..., n}. For each f  E .9$ we set 
I f  I = ~f(G 
i=l 
i(f 1 = c x(f (4 < fW* 
(1.2) 
ia 
We shall obtain the desired generating function by giving two different 
expressions for the formal power series 
To this end we shall first find an expression for the sum 
,E pi(f)qirix(max f < k). 
1) 
(1.4) 
This is easily obtained. Indeed, if we set for each f E Fn 
w(f) = %Pf(2) *** Wn) 9 
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then Mac Mahon’s [9] “p-anaZogue” of the multinomial identity gives 
where 
and 
bl,! = bl2, [n - 11, ... L 
[n], = 1 +p + ... +pn-1. 
Note now that the sum in (1.4) can be obtained from the expression in (1.5) 
upon replacing xi by qi. The right hand side of (1.5) after this substitution 
becomes 
[n],! (q”)“” (QkYk c - **a - 
b&I& 
and this is the same as [n],! times the coefficient of un in the series 
where e[u], is the p-analogue of the exponential function. That is 
We thus have 
multiplying by tk and summing we finally get 
msxf = z. t*e[u], *-- e[qku] lun U-6) 
, 
We shall change now our point of view and obtain another expression for this 
series in terms of the polynomials in (1.1). 
LetfEFnandletAI >A, > ... >A lc+l > 0 be the different values taken byf, 
let A, = (;:f(i) = &} and set 
(1.7) 
where this expression is to mean that u(f) is the arrangement of the numbers 
1 (1 jyn” stands for “coefficient of u”.” 
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1, 2,..., n obtained by putting first the elements of A, in increasing order, then 
the elements of A, in increasing order, etc. . . . . We shall call 
u = (Ul ) uz ,...) 4 = u(f) 1W 
the permutation “associated” to f. 




Note that because of our definition (1.7) we shall necessarily have f (q) > f (ui+l) 
at the descents of U. That is 
Pi 2 XC% > Ui,l) (for i < n - 1) (1.11) 
Conversely, given u = (ur , u2 ,..., u,) and p = (p, , pa ,..., p,) related by (1 .l 1) 
the function defined by 
f (4 = Pi + Pi+1 + -** + P, (1.12) 
will have u as its associated permutation. 
The mapf -+ (u(f ), p(f )) amounts to an “encoding” of the elements of 9% . 
Indeed, given u and p the equations in (1.12) completely determine f. 
Note now that we have 
(a) Ifl =p,+2p,+*..+np, 
(b) m=f=pl+pz+“*+p, (1.13) 
(4 i(f) = i(u(f )). 
The first two of these relations are immediate consequences of (1.12). As for the 
last we note that in view of our definition (1.7) of u(f) a pair i <j appears in 
reverse order in u(f) if and only if 
f(i) <f(i) 
Comparing with (1.2) we see that (1.13~) must hold true. 
From these observations we must therefore conclude that 
where for convenience we have set 
% = X(Ui > us+,), E, = 0 
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Summing the right hand side of 1.14 gives 
(1 - tq) .** (1 - tq*) 
Using this expression in (1.14) and summing over a we get 
,F pi(f)41flpaxf = 
co pibp(o)tdb) 
E n 
(1 - tq)(l - t@) *** (1 - tqn) 
Comparing with (1.6) we finally derive that 
2. THE FOUR-VARIATE DISTRIBUTION OF d(a), d(6), m(a), m(a-l) 
In this section we shall give a proof of the identity (1.8). The setting here will 
be entirely similar to that of the previous section only we shall replace the non- 
negative integer valued functions f by pairs of such functions 
(2-l) 
subjected to the condition that for each i < n 
(a) eitherf,(i) > fi(i + 1) 
(b) or f&> = fi(i + 1) and f2(i> 2 f& + 1) 
(2.2) 
These are the “bipartite” partitions studied by B. Gordon in [7]. 
Let us denote the family of all f of the form (2.1) which satisfy (2.2) by 99% 
and let us set 
~&,~J={f~=%: m=fi < h , m=f2 < A2 >. 
We shall derive our identity by giving two different expressions for the formal 
power series 
where as before we have set 
I fv I = 5 fdi) k = 1, 2) 
i-l 
607/31/3-3 
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Our first task is to find an expression for the sum 
To this end we shall interpret each f~ @JIz, , k,) as a “multisubset” of the 
“rectangle” of pairs (i): 
I( ) 1 :O<i<k,,O<j<k,. I 
Indeed, we can identify a given f E 9,,(kr , kJ with the monomial 
w(f) = 5 fi (q”“” 
i-0 i=O J 
where pu(f) denotes the “multiplicity” of (i) in f, more precisely 
Conversely, given such a monomial we can obtain an f E ~%~(k , k,) by ordering 
“lexicographically” the pairs (j) occurring in it. 
This gives 
kl ka 
jaa; k ) w(f) = n I-I l * j  * 




Now note that since each pair (i) contributes a qlqai to the monomial qifllqijal, 
the sum in (2.4) can be obtained from the expression in (2.6) upon replacing 
(;I by ~1%2- 




f+(kl,kp) = g g 1 - z&41’ I#. 
Multiplying by t?t3 and summing we finally obtain 
I u” (2.7) 
This is one side of our identity. 
To get the other side we resort to a “Mahonian” encoding of bipartite parti- 
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tions given in essence by B. Gordon in [7]. Indeed we can work on the other side 
with the additional statistic 
i(f) = C x(f2(i> < f2W (2.9) 
id 




to the five-variate distribution 
To state the basic result here we need an additional definition. Given a 
permutation u = (uI, o2 ,..., a,) we shall say that a partition X = (A, > A, > 
..* > A,, 3 0) is a-compatible if 
hi - xi+1 2 X(Ui > Ui+1> (i < n - I), (2.12) 
that is X is u-compatible if it is “strict” at the descent set of u. 
Clearly, a partition X is u-compatible if and only if it is of the form 
&=pi+Pi+1+*-+P93 
with 
if ui > uifl , i < n 
otl-erwise 
Thus if Y(u) denotes the set of all u-compatible partitions we must have 
c p=~qtW = c--c 4 
p,+-+9, Pl+zq+*-.+nq 
a~Bkr) W% P”>% 
a(u) m(o) 
= (1 - tq)(1 : & a** (1 - tqn) 
This given we have the following basic fact. 
(2.13) 
THEOREM 2.1. There is a bijection between the bipartite partitions and the 
triplets 
(02 4 4 
where u is a permutation, A is a partition compattble with u and p is a partition 
compatible with u-l. This bijection is simply given by the map 
(2.14) 
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Furthermore when this holds we have 
i(f) = i(u). 
Proof We observe first that if h = (A, > A, > 
*.. >, pn) and X is u-compatible then the pairs 
are in lexicographic order. Indeed either hi > Ai, or if A, = hi+l the a-com- 
patibility of X gives ci < ui+r and so we must have pUi > pUicI . 
This means that CD is indeed a map into am . 
Next we show that every bipartite partition 
h(l) *** fib4 
f = bdl) --h(n) 1 
has only one representation of the form 2.14. Let then 
f&l = hi , 
fdi> = kg . 
This gives 
fi(u-‘(9) = pi - (2.16) 
Since some of the values of fa can be equal there are of course several permuta- 
tions u which satisfy (2.16). H owever, the o-1 compatibility requirement on TV 
makes u unique. 
Indeed, let us interpret (2.16) as a “labelling” of the values of fi . More 
precisely we interpret (2.16) as saying that 
‘fi(cr-l(i)) is the ith value of f2”. 
Now, if p is a-l-compatible the equality pi = pcs+r implies u-l(i) < a-l(i + 1). 
But thii means that pi = pc+r implies that the ith value of fi is to Zeft of the 
(i + 1)st. 
Thus we get a simple rule for constructing the permutation u. We label the 
cakes of fi from left to right starting from the largest ones, the next largest ms, . . . . 
and jkally the smallest ones. 
For instance the bipartite partition 
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is labelled 
5533321 
f= 2 14 3 2 4 
0000000 





This gives that CD is one-to-one. We show next that @ is onto. 
To this end we must show that, given a bipartite partition f, then if 
(4 we set Ai =fr(;) 
(b) we let p = (pr > ... > p,J be the non-increasing rearrangement of 
the values of fi 
(c) we construct u by the above labelling procedure. 
then A will be u-compatible and p will be u-l compatible. 
Now, note that the way we carry out our labelling procedure the inequality 
ui > =i+l can only occur when fi( ) i is smaller than fs(i + I), but then the 
“lexicographic” conditions 2.2 force fi(i) > fi(i + 1). In other words, we have 
ui > ui+1 only when A, > &+r . 
Finally, we observe that our labelling procedure puts the ith value of fi to the 
right of the (; + I)st (that is u-l(z) > u-l(i + 1)) only when f2(6(i)) > 
f2(u-l(i + 1)). That means we must have pi > pe’+r when u-l(;) > a-l(i + 1). 
So p is o-r-compatible. Thus @ is onto. 
To complete the proof we must show that 
i(f) = i(u). (2.17) 
Note that our labelling procedure gives for i < j 
fi(;) =fi(.j) * ui < Oi 
f&J >fdi) => ui < 9 
f&) < fdj) => ui > uj * 
Thus we have ui > uj if and only iffs(;) < fi(j) and this is 2.17. 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
Using the representation (2.14) we can immediately obtain the desired relation 
between the series in (2.10) and the polynomials in (2.11). 
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THEOREM 2.2 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 permits us to rewrite the left hand side of (2.18) in the 
form 
Thus (2.18) is an immediate consequence of formula (2.13). 
From this result we derive 
THEOREM 2.3 
(2.19) 
Proof. Simply set p = 1 in (2.18) and compare with (2.7). 
It may be worthwhile making some additional comments here. 
Remark 2.1. (On the five-variate distribution), Clearly we can use (2.18) 
to “obtain” a generating function for the joint distribution of the five statistics 
in (1.1). We observe that if 
w(f) = j-J n (i,““” (2.20) 
Wl Wk, 
then i(fJ counts the number of pairs (z), (2) in (2.20) which satisfy the inequali- 
ties 
i1 > is , jl -G - 
Thus if T is the operator which sends the monomial 
w = JJ n (9”” 
i(k, j(k, 
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where V(W) denotes the number of such pairs then we have 
side of (2.18) divided by (1 - ti)(l - ta) is also equal to 
that the left hand 
This yields a “form” of generating function for the five-variate distributions. 
However, it is quite possible that some other approach may yield a more explicit 
expression. 
Remark 2.2. (On k-partite partitions). In [7] k-partite partitions are defined 
as n-tuples 
of k-vectors satisfying the conditions 
(9 
and If J.(V) =h(~ + 1) Vj < i 
ft+&4 #fi+& + 1) then fi+d4 >fi+& + 1). 
Given such a k-partite partition we label the values of fi for each i < k starting 
from the Zast row (; = k) and proceeding on up in the following manner. 
We label the values of fk as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Then inductively, given that the values of fi+l are labelled 
Ji+1) S ((p, $+l) ,..., &fl) n ) 
we label the values of fi , starting with the largest ones, then the next largest 
ones, etc. 
But this time breaking ties in a manner that is compatible with the permutation 
a(*+l). For instance the tripartite partition 
555333 
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It is a property of the lexicographic ordering that this procedure always 
labels the entries in the first row in the natural order. 
Now, let X(i) denote the non-increasing rearrangement of the values offi and 
u(f) be the permutations defined by setting 
and 
W(k) _ - 
It can be shown that this gives a bijection of the family 9P) of K-partite 
partitions and the (2K)-tuples 
(u(l) ,...) cd(k); A(l) ,..., P’) 
where 
(4 Jl) ,..., W(~) are permutations whose product is the identity, 
(b) Xl),..., A(“) are partitions, 
(c) Ati) is w (i)-compatible. 
Using this fact one proves the identity 
from which our statement concerning Basil Gordon’s integers h,(m, ,..., mk) may 
be easily derived. 
Remark 3.3. Historically speaking, Mac Mahon might have been the first 
to have used permutation statistics to encode partitions. Basil Gordon in [7] 
uses similar ideas to encode bipartite partitions. Some time later Carlitz, et al. [2] 
and Roselle in [lo] essentially rediscovered Basil Gordon’s encoding. However, 
roughly speaking, B. Gordon’s work and [lo] are only concerned with major 
index statistics and in [2] they are only concerned with descents. The amusing 
fact is that this encoding carries information also about the number of inversions. 
Remark 3.4. It is interesting to point out that from our identities we can 
obtain a generating function proof that d(u), m(u) and m(u-l) have the same joint 
distribution as d(u), i(u), m(u). This remarkable result was essentially stated in 
[3] where it follows from purely combinatorial considerations. 
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To prove this here we let t, = 1, t, = t, qa = p, and qr = q in (2.19) obtaining 
c 
oE~” tdb)qmb)pmfo-9 
(1 - t)(l - tq) **. (1 - tq”)[n],! 
Observing that we do also have e,[u] =nj>, l/l - (1 - p) piu and comparing 
with (1.15) the assertion follows immediately. 
3. MAJOR INDEX STATISTICS OF SHUFFLE PERMUTATIONS 
Our third example should illustrate more clearly the scope of the method we 
alluded to in the introduction and put our previous examples into proper 
perspective. 
The general setting is as follows. We are given a partially ordered set 9 = 
(52, <) and a labelling w: 52 + (1, 2 ,..., n) of its elements. For convenience we 
lettheelementsofBbex,,x,,...,x,. The labelling w is thus obtained by fixing 
some permutation 
OJ = (9 > % ,**-, %a> 
of (1, 2,..., n} and setting 
W(Xi) = wi . 
We do not assume that w has any relation whatsoever with the partial ordering 
of 4a. 
Our object of study is then the family of non-negative, decreasing integer 
valued functions on 52 which are strictly decreasing when w is strictly decreasing. 
More precisely we set 
FU(S) = {f: Q -+ E,+: x < y  *f(x) >-f(y) with “>” when w(x) > w(y)}. 
We call the elements of A,(g) the w-compatible partitions. 
This given let f  E SQP) and let A, > A, 7.0 > Xk > 0 be the different values 
taken by $ Let A, = {x: f(x) = A,} and set 
4f) =LJ4 fwA2*-fw&, (3.1) 
where this expression is to mean that u(f) is the arrangement of the elements of 
D obtained by putting first the elements of A, in order of increasing w, then the 
elements of A, in the same manner, etc. We call 
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the “permutation of Q associated to f". Let us also set 
P(f 1 = (PI 2 P2 >**-9 PA (3.3) 
where 
Pi =f (%J -f (%,+,)> Pm =f (%,)* (3.4) 
One thing must be observed at once. Namely, for any f  E gJ9) the resulting 
arrangement u(f) is always compatible with the partial ordering of 9. 
For historical reasons we shall call such arrangements the “Standard 8- 
tableaux” and denote the set of all such arrangements by Y(9). 
Secondly we note that in view of the definition of u(f) the sequence {f (xui,)} 
must decrease strictly at the descents of the permutation 
4%) = M%J, 4%&, 4%,N. 
In other words the components of p(f) satisfy the inequalities 
p, > ‘i = 1 if 4x,,) > 4x,,,) (i < n) 
0 
(3.5) = otherwise. 
Conversely, given any X, E 9”(P) and a p E P, whose components satisfy (3.5), 
the function f defined by setting 
f  (%*) = Pi + Pi+1 + *‘* + Prl (34 
will necessarily be in gU(9). Furthermore, the map in (3.6) is a bijection between 
SW(g) and the pairs (x,, , p) related by (3.5). This is in essence the content of 
Stanley’s theorem 6.2 in [12]. 
One of the consequences of this result is that if we set 
i(f) = C x(f(4 <f(r)) 
okT)<wW 
we necessarily have as before 
We should recognize at once then that our first example corresponds to none 
other than the simplext case of this set up. Namely the case in which B = 
(Sz, , Cp) where “@” denotes the “empty” relation and w is the natural labelling of 
Qn = (1, 2 )...) n}. 
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Our third example will correspond to the case in which B is a ‘product of 
chains”. To see what (3.7) yields in this case we need some further terminology. 
For a given ordered subset VT = {ir , iz ,..., ilc} of {1,2 ,..., n} we set 
m(v) = 5 UX(i” > &l> 
"=l 
and call it the “major index” of r. 
Furthermore, given a collection of {rr, , rr, ,..., VT,} of complementary ordered 
subsets of J& = {1,2,..., n} (i.e., they are disjoint as subsets and their union is 
fin,) we shall say that a permutation u of {I, 2,..., n} is obtained by “shuffling” 
Tl , 772 >***, rITk if the elements of each ri appear in a in the same order as they did 
in ri itself. That is, 0 is obtained by shuffling in the ordinary sense (without 
cutting) the “decks” corresponding to rrl , 7r2 ,..., 7rlc .
This given we have the following remarkable extension of a result of Mac 
Mahon (see [l] theorem 3.7, page 42). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 9 , r2 ,..., 7~ be ordered complementary subsets of 
(1, L., n}. Let S@(7fl , 7r2 ,..., n,) be the collection of permutations of (1, 2,..., n} 
obtained by shufling rr, , rr2 ,..., TV , then 
where pi = card rri and [ UI,2?..UJQ denotes the q-analogue of the multinomial 
coeficient. 
Proof. We take B to be the product of k chains B, ,8, ,..., B, of respective 
lengths pl , p2 ,..., pk . We call the elements of the first chain x1 , x2 ,..., xS1 
those of the second chain x,,+r ,..., xUl++ , etc. We then take w = (q , w2 ,..., WJ 
to be the juxtaposition of the ordered subsets ZT~ , 7r2 ,..., 7~ and set 
W(Xi) = wi . 
In the figure below we illustrate the case in which k = 3, n = 9 and 
nl = (7, 1,2,6), ~2 = {4,8, 51, 773 = (3, 9}. 
7-1-2-2 
Xl x2 x3 x4 
&4-82 
x5 X6 x7 
32 
X8 x0 
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The label above xi is the value of w(q). This given we see that if we apply 
formula (3.7) (with t = p = 1) to the chain LF~ we obtain 
n&r*) 
c foSF,p q’f’ = (1 - q)(l Pq2) .** (1 _ qUi) (3.9) 
(there being only one standard Pi-tableau). 
On the other hand, applying the same formula to the poset B as a whole (and 
making the obvious identification between permutations in ,4”(mr , n2 , . . . , PJ and 
standard B-tableaux) we obtain 
c Co.S(nl.....n,) TPO) fSSw(B) Qlf’ = (1 - q)(l - 42) . . . (1 - q”) (3.10) 
Now it is not difficult to see that we must have 
Thus if we substitute (3.9) and (3.10) in this relationship we derive 
c qdd = (1 - q)(l - !I21 -*- (1 - a”) qm(nI)+.-+m(nr) 
OES(W I,...,Q) II;=,, (1 - 4) *** (1 - 4”“) 
and this is another way of writing formula (3.8). 
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